
NITYA STONES
www.nityastoness.co.uk

Suppliers of materials that build your dreams



WELCOME TO NITYA STONES

At Nitya Stones, we have our stone quarries in India, which gives us complete
control over the quality of our products. This transparency allows us to
maintain the highest standards and deliver sandstones that are not only
beautiful but also durable and sustainable. Our team of experts is always
ready to assist you in choosing the perfect sandstone for your project and
providing guidance throughout the installation process. Experience the Nitya
Stones difference and transform your outdoor space with our premium
sandstones. Contact us now to discover the unparalleled quality and service
that sets us apart from the rest. Trust us to be your reliable partner for all your
sandstone needs.

At Nitya Stones, we are passionate about helping you transform your space
into a stunning masterpiece. Since our establishment in 2016, we have been
supplying premium Kandla Grey and Raj Green Sawn Paving Sandstones to
clients across the UK. Our exquisite collection of sandstones is handpicked for
their unparalleled beauty, durability, and versatility, making them the perfect
choice for your landscaping and paving needs.
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KANDLA GRAY
600x900 (22MM)
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KANDLA GRAY
MIX PATIO SIZE (600x900, 600x600, 600x290, 290x290)

Kandia Grey sandstones bring an air of elegance to any space. Their cool, neutral
tones complement modern aesthetics. If your vision Involves clean lines, minimalism,
and a sense of open space, Kandia Grey le your ideal companion.
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RAJ GREEN
The earthy hues and natural textures of Raj Green Sandstone make it a perfect choice
for those who want to bring the charm of nature to their outdoor spaces.
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AUTOM BROWN
Autom Brown sandstones emanate warmth. Their earthy brown tones evoke a sense
of comfort. These sandstones add a touch of old-world charm to your patios, making
them the perfect backdrop for family gatherings.
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RIPPON BUFF
MIX PATIO SIZE

Rippon Buff sandstones strike the perfect balance between vibrancy and earthiness.
Their warm and lively colours breathe life into your outdoor spaces while maintaining
a connection to nature.
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FOSSIL MINT
MIX PATIO SIZE

Fossil Mint sandstones don't just decorate your space; they elevate it to a work of
art. Their captivating patterns and warm tones turn your outdoor area into a visual
wonderland, leaving a lasting impression.
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ELEVATE YOUR OUTDOOR LIVING SPACE WITH OUR EXQUISITE RANGE OF
PORCELAIN OUTDOOR TILES. WHETHER YOU'RE REVAMPING YOUR PATIO,
GARDEN, OR POOLSIDE AREA, OUR COLLECTION HAS SOMETHING TO OFFER
FOR EVERY DESIGN PREFERENCE

CREATE YOUR OUTDOOR HAVEN WITH NITYA STONES TODAY!
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CREATE YOUR OUTDOOR HAVEN WITH NITYA STONES
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KANDLA GREY
OUTDOOR PORCELAIN

Kandia Grey Porcelain Tiles exude timeless elegance with their subtle, cool-toned
palette. These tiles are the perfect choice for those who appreciate understated
beauty and a contemporary look.
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RAJGREEN
OUTDOOR PORCELAIN

If you're a fan of classic charm and natural aesthetics, Raj Green Porcelain Tiles are
your ideal choice. These tiles capture the essence of traditional Indian sandstone,
bringing warmth and authenticity to your outdoor space.
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QUARTZ WHITE
OUTDOOR PORCELAIN

Quartz White Porcelain Tiles are the epitome of clean and crisp design. These tiles
reflect natural light beautifully, making your space feel more open and inviting.
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EARTHSTONE GREY
OUTDOOR PORCELAIN

Earthy tones and a textured finish make Earthstone Grey Porcelain Tiles an inviting
choice for outdoor spaces. These tiles seamlessly blend with nature.
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ANTHRACITE
OUTDOOR PORCELAIN

The dark, charcoal hue of Anthracite porcelain tiles adds a touch of drama and
modernity to your space. These tiles are perfect for those who want contemporary
design and want to make a bold statement in their outdoor setting.
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CRYSTAL NERO
OUTDOOR PORCELAIN

These Tiles exude refined opulence with their glossy black surface. Create a striking
contrast or a sleek monochromatic look with Crystal Nero tiles.
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RUST SLATE
OUTDOOR PORCELAIN

Rust Slate Porcelain Tiles bring the warmth and texture of natural slate to your
outdoor area without the maintenance hassie. These tiles feature earthy tones and
rich textures, providing a rustic and Inviting amblence.
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NATURAL SAND STONES COLLECTION
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JINIVA NATURAL
INDOOR PORCELAIN(600X1200)

Jiniva Natural Pereeksin Tiles exude timeless beauty with their neutral Jones and
subtle veining Whether you're designing a contemporary ving room or a tout
bathreem there thes will add a touch of sophistication to your space
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MODERN STATUARIO
INDOOR PORCELAIN(600X1200)

Modern Statuario Porcelain Tiles offer a contemporary toke on the elasale marble
leek. Their eleon lines and crisp white surface offer sophistleation ond simplicty.
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 CALACATTA BLANCO
INDOOR PORCELAIN(600X1200)

Calacatta Mance Arcelain Tiles bring the hisurious elegance of Calacatta marble to
your interiors. These ites feature trting grey veining en g white background.
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LOBBIES SILVER
INDOOR PORCELAIN(600X1200)

Lobbies Silver Porcelain Tiles capture the essence of urban chic with their grey tones
and subtle texture. These tiles are perfect for modern living spaces and commercial
areas.
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SAINT LAWRENCE BLACK DIAMOND
INDOOR PORCELAIN(600X1200)

Saint Lawrence Black Diamond Porcelain Tiles make a bold statement with their deep
black surface and contrasting white veining. These tiles are perfect for creating
dramatic accents and focal points in your interior design.
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MIRACLE STATUARIO
INDOOR PORCELAIN(600X600)

These tiles are versatile and suitable for a wide range of indoor spaces. Elevate the
elegance of your home with Miracle Statuario tiles.
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OPULENCE ELEGANCE
COMFORT SHOULD UNDERLIE
EBERY INTERIOR DESIGN
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Vanity Varde Porcelain Tiles ooze understated luxury with their soft grey tones and
subtle texture. These tiles are perfect for creating a serene and inviting atmosphere
in your Interiors.

VANITY VARDE
INDOOR PORCELAIN(600X600)
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BRIT RAVEN
Brit Raven Porcelain Tiles feature a sleek black surface that adds a touch of

modernity to your Interiors.These tiles are ideal for contemporary designs and create
a sense of sophistication and style.
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BRIT NUT
INDOOR PORCELAIN(600X600)

Brit Nut Indoor Porcelain offers a fusion of sophistication and versatility, redefining
the aesthetic possibilities for your indoor spaces. With its rich texture, warm hues,
and impeccable craftsmanship.
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 ARABIC BROWN
Arabic Brown Indoor Porcelain captures the essence of rich heritage and timeless
beauty, infusing your indoor spaces with warmth and sophistication. Crafted with

meticulous attention to detail, this porcelain tile exudes a sense of luxury and refinement
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GRACEFULLY STYLE YOUR HOME 
WITH NITYA STONES INDOOR PORCELAINS
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Dark Stonella Porcelain Tiles are versatile and suitable for various indoor spaces. Create
an enduring and elegant interior with these tiles.
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DARK STONELLA
INDOOR PORCELAIN(300X600)

ROVERO DARK GREY
These tiles are perfect for modern living spaces and
create a sense of sophistication and style. Achieve a

sleek and minimalist

UNIKA GRIS
These tiles are ideal for contemporary designs and create a sense of modernity and style.
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Bring coastal serenity to your interiors with the soft grey hues and subtle texture of
these tiles. Sand Grigio tiles are perfect for creating a relaxed and inviting atmosphere.
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SAND GRIGIO
INDOOR PORCELAIN(300X600)

ASPIRE GREY
Aspire Grey Porcelain Tiles offer sleek simplicity with

their cool grey tones and clean lines. These tiles are
versatile and suitable for a wide range of indoor

spaces.

EDEN ASH
Marble-like tiles, without the cost of marble. Eden ash tiles feature a warm white
background and a vein pattern, creating a cosy and inviting ambience.
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With their rich and earthy hue, red soft bricks instantly infuse a sense of warmth and comfort into any space. Each brick
carries its own unique texture and colour variations, giving your project a distinct personality.
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RED SOFT BRICKS
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Stone cladding instantly adds a touch of natural beauty and elegance to any space. It comes in a variety of textures, colours,
and patterns, allowing you to achieve your desired look - from rustic to contemporary.
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STONE CLADDING - INDOOR/OUTDOOR
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Stone cladding instantly adds a touch of natural beauty and elegance to any space. It comes in a variety of textures, colours,
and patterns, allowing you to achieve your desired look - from rustic to contemporary.
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STONE CLADDING - INDOOR/OUTDOOR
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Transform your outdoor spaces into inviting and visually captivating areas with our Circle Kits. These kits offer a simple yet
elegant way to create eye-catching circular patterns for your walkways, patios, or any other area in need of a unique focal
point. They break away from traditional rectangular patterns, giving your area a sense of creativity. 
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CIRCLE KITS
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01
Wide selection of
high-quality stones

NITYA STONES PROMISES

02 Expert advice and
personalized service

03 Competitive Pricing 04
Fast and reliable
delivery

05
Satisfaction
guaranteed

OR EXPLORE OUR WEBSITE TO DISCOVER THE ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES WITH NITYA
STONES. TRANSFORM YOUR SPACE INTO A WORK OF ART WITH OUR PREMIUM STONE
PRODUCTS. YOUR DREAM PROJECT STARTS HERE!

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
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Website : www.nityastones.co.uk

Email : info@nityastones.co.uk

Address : 34 Mark Road Hemel Hempstead HP2 7BW

OUR CONTACT

0 7 9 3 2 0 0 9 8 7 0
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THANK YOU
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